
MEDIA ETHIC CASE STUDY

For journalism instructors and others interested in presenting ethical dilemmas for debate and discussion, SPJ has a
useful resource.

Does that justify not running it? Seeking informed consent in such cases is crucial. Journalism A case of
ethical neglect: How journalists failed Yazidi women Yazidi women's painful testimonies on the practices of
journalists who covered their stories should be a wake-up call. And if consent is not granted, as in one of the
cases featured in the report, the journalists seem to assume it is irrelevant. Some readers have criticized these
decisions for giving the perpetrator additional exposure or disrespecting the victims; others have said that the
content is newsworthy and have retweeted the images and video on their own Twitter feeds. In times of war
and conflict, we, as journalists, have an ethical responsibility to give voice to the voiceless. How will readers
react to the photograph? She loves the beach, sunsets, exploring the world and attempting new yoga poses.
How important is it for editors to know their community and readers and to base their decisions on that? Are
all three of the characteristics met by the option chosen? Other institutions, such as Poynter, also offer some
guidance. I am a member of the Red River Freethinkers--and I am proud of that. But before asking Yazidi
women to give consent to these stories being recorded and disseminated, journalists should have informed
them about how, where and when their stories would be published or broadcast. These irresponsible leaks will
not impact our ongoing commitment to deepen our partnerships with Afghanistan and Pakistan; to defeat our
common enemies; and to support the aspirations of the Afghan and Pakistani people. Is it important that the
footage was taken by the shooter? The person who wrote the blog below has asked you to put together a
package of stories featuring the activities of atheists, agnostics, and allied groups in the community. Does it
matter? Headline: Keep your religion--and any religion--out of public square By David L. What were those
journalists thinking? Does it make a difference that a suspect is presumed innocent until proven guilty? We
fight for "common sense," for example, the common knowledge that those commandments stand as a breach
of the constitution by publicly favoring a given religion, a religion that is not mine, and a religion--given the
religious right praying for President Barack Obama's death and claiming that the Haiti earthquake is the result
of a pact with the devil--I grow more opposed to with each passing day. There is also a substantial body of
material created to help journalists interview victims of trauma. Were they able to give some thought to the
horrors of what those women went through? Does the platform make a difference? Where do we draw the line
between ethical and unethical journalism practices, when interviewing people suffering from trauma, let alone
interviewing women taken hostage, raped and tortured? Yazidi women subjected to sexual violence and
brutality by ISIL were eager to tell their stories. The views expressed in this article are the author's own and do
not necessarily reflect Al Jazeera's editorial stance. Your small operation would not be able to survive long
without their support.


